Role of DNA in bacterial aggregation.
The role of DNA in bacterial aggregation was determined using various types of DNA and Escherichia coli, a good model for investigating the correlation between added polymer and bacterial aggregation and adsorption of polymer to bacterial surfaces. The results of the aggregation assay suggest that extracellular DNA indeed increased the aggregation percentage of E. coli, but this effect was dependent on DNA concentration and length. Moreover, DNA promoted bacterial aggregation in a type-nonspecific way. The combined results of the aggregation assay and the adsorption assay show further that the promotion of E. coli aggregation by DNA occurred along with adsorption of DNA to E. coli. Consequently, the possible mechanisms for DNA-promoted bacterial aggregation are discussed. Using fluorescent-labeled DNA, we mapped DNA within the E. coli aggregates. Subsequently, introduction of DNase I broke up the DNA-involved E. coli aggregates. These results suggest that DNA functions as a molecular bridge to promote E. coli aggregation.